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The state
of play

Market intelligence can mean many
different things to different people
and organisations. Some companies
have dedicated research teams,
but in other businesses it can be
the remit of Communications.
And besides, all PR teams with
their finger on the pulse of what’s
affecting their organisation,
competitors and industry can easily
adapt to use and provide market
intelligence. It should mean three
things to Comms professionals:
• Knowledge about the events
that impact your business as
they happen in your market and
adjacent markets.

• The ability to see trends developing
– positive or negative – that
affect your organisation, your
clients/customers, your suppliers,
regulators and any other
stakeholders.
• The understanding of what your
industry’s leaders are doing, well or
badly, and how you can adopt or
learn from their performance.

But the gathering of information and
drawing of the landscape can be a
tough ask. There is almost a sense of
dread when tackling vast amounts
of data relating to your business,
your competitors and your industry
within the media. And PR teams’
ability to handle this data is
limited by traditional tools, thereby
relegating the use and importance
of market intelligence.
This means Comms professionals
don’t have access to the fullest
picture, and their market intelligence
isn’t up to scratch. PR teams
have to use the information they
already have, meaning risks and
opportunities outside of that
data won’t be apparent to them.
But to make the most of market
intelligence as a Comms team, you
need to understand the wider use
cases of market intelligence beyond
benefitting PR activities.
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Good market
intelligence
doesn’t just
benefit your
efforts as a PR &
Comms team, but
your organisation
as a whole.
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How to make
the best use
of market
intelligence

Knowledge might be power, but putting
it to good use is where PR teams can excel.
Market intelligence can be used for two areas:
strengthening and uplifting communications –
from strategy through to activities like thought
leadership – and strategically utilising information
to inform company leadership and enhance
decision-making across the organisation.
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“Organisations can use
these insights to reflect on
where they sit compared to
their competitors regarding
announcements, the
volume of communications
in specific areas and the
sentiment behind how any
output is being received.”

Anwen Evans
Customer Success Manager
Signal AI
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Knowledge of the
landscape to inform
comms strategy
With information from a wide
media landscape, comms teams
can inform their strategy around
competitors and regulators.
Most PR teams will monitor their
competitors’ mentions in target
media, but it’s important to think
differently, broaden your scope and
delve deeper into your landscape.

By analysing target media, you’ll
only see what competitors are
doing successfully. Using AI you
can monitor the direct output of
other brands so you have a more
complete comparison. This becomes
even more important during times
when the media is focused on key
events, like Covid-19, meaning usual
company updates are unreported.

Anwen Evans, Customer Success
Manager at Signal AI, says:
“My clients would typically track
for mentions in national publications.
But when the media was focused
on Covid, company updates were
less reported on and they started
needing to look closer to the source.
“You can look through the lens
of Covid, so you can see their
announcements relating to that
topic over time. You can see who
made the first comment, how many
announcements have been made,
is anyone quiet and if so why, etc.”
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Here’s an example of how they could do that
and how the actionable insights might look:

This hypothetical chart shows how different
brands might compare on coverage of
issues relating to sustainability - packaging,
supply chain, waste and environmental
impact. Using these insights, any of these
retailers could see the areas it is succeeding
in and those it needs to address.

Packaging
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By narrowing down to key topics,
you can inform your strategy
in areas your organisation are
keen to bolster. For example, a
food company aiming to show its
sustainability credentials may want
to compare itself on supply chain,
environmental impact, packaging
and waste to its competitors.
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Pepsi, for example, is mentioned in a
meaningful way in connection to supply
chain but not as much when it comes to
packaging. Kraft, on the other hand, is
more closely associated with Packaging.
The visualized data helps organisations
understand which ‘Brand’ attributes they are
being associated with, which should help to
inform the kind of corporate narrative they
then go on to create.

Kraft
Pepsi
Nestle
Mondelez
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Spotting
opportunities

Using an AI-powered platform,
PR teams can assess coverage
of their industry or competitors
according to relevant key themes,
judge the areas that appear to be
noisy and plan communications to
capitalise on themes that aren’t as
spoken about.

For example, a bank wants to boost
its ESG credentials. By setting up a
search over the last year, the bank
could analyse how its competitors
communicate on issues like climate
change, diversity, racial bias, the
gender pay gap and more. It might
see that its direct competitors are
very vocal on environmental issues
but are less focused on societal
trends like the gender pay gap,
racial bias.
It could then look to secure
opportunities in those areas and
create thought leadership in those

areas to promote the reputations
of senior leaders or experts in
the business.

Signal AI Customer Success Manager
Isaac Eleini says: “Covid brought
about a sense of paranoia in comms,
with people scared of making the
wrong move or being too vocal on
a subject.
“Now we’ve reached a point where
you can look retrospectively. I’ve got
an airline client who is clearly more
affected than say a professional
services firm, but now they’re
looking at where they sit in relation
to the wider market and how their
communications have performed
in comparison to their competitors.
Consequently, they’re planning
recovery campaigns accordingly
and planning their communications
strategy.”
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Protect
against crises

While crises are, to
a certain extent,
unavoidable, their
impact on a business
can be mitigated with
market intelligence.

With deep knowledge of your
industry, competitors and even
regulators, you can not only
spot a crisis coming but learn
from how others have reacted
to similar situations. For example,
during the height of Covid-19 and
lockdown, some brands tried to
capitalise on opportunities to
boost their reputation.

A report by Edelman found 71%
of people would lose trust in a
brand that appeared to put profit
before people. So while some
brands tried to capitalise and
saw their reputation suffer, other
organisations were smart to learn
from their mistakes and choose
more authentic communications.

clothes sold by Boohoo were
being produced by a firm
paying employees less than
£3.50 an hour, the retail industry
attempted to distance itself
from similar accusations. Asos
announced it would no longer
stock the brand, but went one
step further by requiring all
suppliers to regularly and publicly
declare their supply chain. By
taking this step, Asos distanced
itself from similar accusations and
helped to maintain its reputation.
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During a crisis, Comms teams
need to adapt to events as they
unfold. Scholars at Risk uses
Signal AI to monitor news in realtime, reacting to incidents that
might breach human rights. By
setting up searches according to
relevant topics and geographies,
the organisation can stay on
top of events as they happen.
PR teams can learn from this by
adapting their communications
strategies in real-time and
plotting their activities to better
protect their business’ reputation.

For example, when a Sunday
Times investigation found
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Sharing integral
information with
leadership

The value of your reputation is in
the millions. And PR teams armed with
reliable data can help leadership make
more informed strategic decisions to the
benefit of the company’s reputation.
By providing integral information to
decision makers, PR teams elevate their
activities to a more strategic level and act
as a source of knowledge to the business
and could, ultimately, ensure that Comms
has a seat at the highest table.
This isn’t just about using information
to enhance communications. In our
whitepaper on reputation management,
Stuart Thomson cited an example of
how one car firm might make strategic
decisions when reacting to upcoming
regulations.

“Let’s imagine there is a campaign to
decrease emissions from vehicles by
taxing heavy emitting vehicles and
providing relief for owners of electric
cars. This gathers pace and support

Whitepaper
eGuide

from legislators and eventually leads to
manufacturers pivoting and scrambling
to design cars that fit the new
specifications.

“If our automotive firm was aware
of the initial coverage of the campaign,
this information could’ve been passed
to leadership who would’ve made better
strategic decisions ahead of time.
They could ultimately experience less
of a disruption to business, less of a dip
in sales and better reputation by acting
ahead of the times and addressing a key
issue with stakeholders.”
Regulatory movements might even be in
a different location, but it could lead to
an effect in a closer market. Awareness
of peripheral risks – acquired by the
Comms team having a finger on the
pulse of what’s important – could help
leadership navigate tricky decisions with
greater ease.
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Informing
the entire
organisation

In times when every expense
is being questioned,
demonstrating value beyond
your department is key. Market
intelligence is a great way
for PR teams to have impact
across the whole organisation.
As Anwer Ismail, Signal AI’s
Head of Customer Success,
puts it: “It’s not just the PR
department that could benefit
from a dedicated news feed.
Are certain companies in your
supply chain making cuts and
scaling back their operations,
and where does this leave the
business’ ability to function?

How about their suppliers?
Who might benefit from this
information?”

For example, how might an
organisation’s HR department
benefit from a feed showing
how competitors have handled
redundancies? Would it be
useful to know, as a FTSE
250 company, how similar
organisations are planning to
bring employees back to the
office (if at all) in the aftermath
of Covid-19?

Integral information about
competitors, comparator
brands, regulators and the
wider industry can not only
enhance leadership’s decisionmaking, but the organisation
as a whole. Distributing this
information in daily, weekly
or monthly briefings, PR
teams can act as a market
intelligence tool for the whole
organisation, showcasing
their real value – not just in
upholding a reputation – but
enhancing the overall business
operation.
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PR teams can act as a
market intelligence tool
for the whole organisation,
showcasing their real value
– not just in upholding
a reputation – but
enhancing the overall
business operation.
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PR & Comms = the
source of knowledge

No other department is as plugged
into what really matters
While acting as an intelligence
function may push PR and Comms
teams beyond their traditional remit,
no other department is as plugged
into what really matters. Using an AIpowered tool slashes the time it takes
to gather market intelligence, and the
end result of utilising and distributing
it among the organisation is clear: PR
becomes the font of knowledge within
a business.

signal-ai.com

Search ‘Signal AI’

Not only is Comms the go-to for
integral information, but its reputation
within the company is enhanced and
it gives it a seat at the highest table of
decision-making.

@SignalHQ

Signal 2020

The tools PR teams use should enable
them to function at this level, be it just
monitoring how key topics or events are
being spoken about in your industry all
the way through to being the strategic
advisor to the C-suite with knowledge
of the industry as a whole. With Signal AI
you can search quickly and effectively,
adapting searches as you need and
automating reports on the topics that
matter to you and your business.
For more information and to see how
you can benefit from our AI-powered
tool, request a demo.
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